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Abstract

The methodology for plasma-turbulence code validation is discussed, with focus on the quan-

tities to use for the simulation-experiment comparison, i.e. the validation observables, and

application to the TORPEX basic plasma physics experiment [A. Fasoli et al., Phys. Plasmas

13, 055902 (2006)]. The considered validation observables are deduced from Langmuir probe

measurements and are ordered into a primacy hierarchy, according to the number of model as-

sumptions and to the combinations of measurements needed to form each of them. The lowest

levels of the primacy hierarchy correspond to observables that require the lowest number of

model assumptions and measurement combinations, such as the statistical and spectral prop-

erties of the ion saturation current time trace, while, at the highest levels, quantities such as

particle transport are considered. The comparison of the observables at the lowest levels in

the hierarchy is more stringent than at the highest levels. Examples of the use of the pro-

posed observables are applied to a specific TORPEX plasma configuration characterized by

interchange-driven turbulence.

∗Electronic address: paolo.ricci@epfl.ch
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I. INTRODUCTION

The validation of plasma turbulence codes plays a fundamental role in the development

of magnetically confined fusion, as it is a key step in assessing the maturity of the under-

standing of the plasma dynamics and the predictive capabilities of simulations. A validation

project is a four step procedure [1]. (i) The simulation model needs to be qualified, i.e. it

is necessary to establish that for the simulated physical phenomenon, the hypothesis of the

model apply. (ii) The verification of the code is necessary, in order to prove that the code

solves correctly the model equations. (iii) Simulation and experiment have to be compared

considering a number of physical quantities, common to the experimental measurements

and simulation results, and analyzed using the same techniques. These physical quantities

are denoted as validation observables. (iv) For the identified validation observables, the

agreement between simulations and experiments needs to be quantified by using an appro-

priate metric. The metric should take into account how the errors affecting experimental

measurements and simulation results (e.g., errors due to the discretization of the equation

for their numerical solution) propagate when the validation observables are formed from

experimental measurements and simulation results.

While model qualification and code verification are now routinely considered in plasma

physics (see Ref. [2] for some examples) and their methodology has been formulated in

considerable detail, only recently the plasma physics community has approached a rigorous

methodology for establishing the validation observables and the comparison metric. Herein,

we focus on point (iii) of the validation guidelines: the goal of the present paper is to identify

and classify the validation observables to use in the simulation-experiment comparison. In

particular, we consider measurement provided by Langmuir probes (LPs) and we rank the

observables into a primacy hierarchy. The primacy hierarchy tracks how measurements are

combined together and models are assumed to obtain a validation observable: observables

at a lower level in the hierarchy, such as the statistical and spectral properties of the ion

saturation current time traces, combine fewer measurements and require fewer model as-

sumptions; thus, they are more stringent for the comparison [1]. Vice-versa, observables like

particle transport that require a higher number of model assumptions are at the highest

levels of the primacy hierarchy and are less stringent for the purpose of validation. For

the identified observables, the comparison is performed by applying the same data analysis
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techniques to experimental and simulation data.

The identified observables are applied to plasma turbulence code validation in the TOR-

PEX basic plasma physics experiment [3], an ideal configuration for a validation project.

TORPEX is a simple magnetized torus (SMT), a relatively simple magnetic configuration

in which a vertical magnetic field Bz is superposed on a toroidal magnetic field Bt, creat-

ing helical field lines with both ends terminating on the vessel. The plasma is generated

and sustained by microwaves in a region that is radially localized and toroidally symmet-

ric. Turbulence driven by curvature and plasma gradients causes plasma transport in the

radial direction while, similarly to the scrape-off layer of magnetic fusion devices, plasma is

progressively lost in the parallel direction, through losses at the sheath ends. The plasma

dynamics can be directly investigated through a wide range of diagnostics covering the whole

poloidal cross section. Furthermore, TORPEX flexibility allows wide parameter scans.

The proposed observables for simulation-experiment comparison are used for a specific

TORPEX configuration, where the main instability drive is given by the interchange mode,

while drift waves play a minor role [4]. Since k|| ' 0 for the interchange instability, the

plasma dynamics can be described by a relatively simple two-dimensional model [6], based

on the drift-reduced Braginskii equations [5]. Although the model used is quite crude, its

simplicity has been useful to make analytical progress in the study of the properties of the

SMT plasma dynamics [6] and it constitutes a good testbed for a practical application of

the proposed methodology. The same methodology will be applied to more advanced codes

in the future.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. The observables for the comparison between

experimental results and simulations are discussed in Sec. II, where a primacy hierarchy is

introduced. In Sec. III, we focus on an example where the identified observables are shown

from experimental data and simulations. The concluding remarks follow in Sec. IV. The

experimental setup and the model used for the simulation in the example are described in

App. A and B, respectively.
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II. OBSERVABLES FOR THE COMPARISON BETWEEN EXPERIMENTAL

AND SIMULATION RESULTS

When experimental measurements are combined together and models are assumed to

provide experimental observables, the errors associated with each measurement or approxi-

mations contained in the models can add up or cancel out. Thus, not all the experimentally

measured quantities provide equally stringent results to compare with the simulations. For

example, experiments and simulations can fortuitously provide similar particle transport,

even though the fluctuation levels for n and φ are inconsistent, because the errors on n and

φ can cancel each other out when their relative phase shift is taken into account to compute

transport.

Therefore, it is useful to order the validation observables into a primacy hierarchy that

tracks how the measurements are combined together and what assumptions are used in the

models employed to form the observables [1]. At the lowest levels in the primacy hierarchy

we place the observables that require the smallest number of model assumptions and corre-

spond to the most direct measurements; vice-versa, at the highest levels, we place quantities

that require the highest number of assumptions and are obtained by combining different

measurements.

We note that one should take into account the model assumptions and the combinations

of measurements used to obtain both the experimental and the simulation observables; the

primacy hierarchy for experiment-simulation comparison results from the combination of

the individual primacy hierarchies for experiment and simulation. Precisely, the resulting

primacy level is provided by the sum of the number of assumptions and hypotheses taken to

form observables individually from experimental measurements and simulation results. We

point out that simulation and experimental primacy hierarchy levels can be different. For

example, observables corresponding to direct experimental measurements, like ion saturation

current time traces, can often be obtained from simulation results only through the use of

synthetic diagnostics and model assumptions that relate quantities like n, φ, and Te to the

ion saturation current.

If simulations and experiments are compared using an observable at a certain level in

the primacy hierarchy, observables at the lower levels should also be considered, where
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Experimental hierarchy Simulation hierarchy Comparison hierarchy

Isat, Vfl 1 2 2

T e, n, φ 2 1 2

(f, kz) mode density 2 1 2

Structure analysis, CAS 2 3 4

Te 3 1 3

Γstruc 3 4 6

Γ 3 2 4

TABLE I: Primacy hierarchy for the obserables in the TORPEX device.

the comparison is more stringent. The quality of the agreement between simulations and

experiments can only be checked by comparing different quantities at different hierarchy

levels. To quantify such agreement, an appropriate metric should take into account all the

errors associated with the model assumptions and the combinations of observables.

In the following, we discuss the comparison observables and, as summarized in Tab. I,

we order them according to the primacy hierarchies. The considered experimental measure-

ments are collected using LPs [7], devices consisting of a conducting refractory material tip

drawing the current I(φb) from the plasma, when biased with a voltage φb. The order of the

discussion follows the experimental primacy hierarchy.

A. Experimental primacy level: 1

By biasing a LP at an increasing negative potential, it is observed that the current drawn

from the probe saturates at a value called ion saturation current, Isat [7]. On the other

hand, the potential of a floating LP (i.e., a LP drawing no net current from the plasma) is

dubbed the floating potential, Vfl [7]. Thereby, Isat and Vfl are two observables that can be

directly measured by a LP to study the local turbulence properties. They fall in the first

level of the primacy hierarchy and they constitute ideal experimental observables for the

simulation-experiment comparison.

Simulations do not provide Isat and Vfl directly, since they typically evolve quantities like

n, Te, and φ; a model for the LP has to be assumed in order to deduce Isat and Vfl from the
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simulation data. Such model has to take into account: (i) how Isat and Vfl depend on the

plasma parameters; (ii) the geometrical properties of the LP that influence the measurement

of Isat and Vfl; (iii) the LP frequency response. Thus, Isat and Vfl are second level observables

in the simulation primacy hierarchy.

Once a model for a LP has been applied, simulations and experiments provide time traces

of Isat and Vfl. For validation purpose, it is then possible to compare quantities like the

probability distribution function (PDF) of the time series, its power spectral density (PSD),

and the results of more advanced statistical analysis, like the packing fraction [8]. A less

refined comparison can focus on the PDF moments, in particular the standard deviation,

skewness, and kurtosis (second, third, and forth order moments).

B. Experimental primacy level: 2

At the second level of the experimental primacy hierarchy, we consider time-averaged

quantities, like the density, n, the potential, φ, and the electron temperature T e, obtained

indirectly from LP measurements. We also consider observables concerning global properties

of TORPEX turbulence, combining the measurements of multiple LPs.

The time-averaged values n, φ, and T e can be estimated by assuming a model that

prescribes a functional dependence of the LP response upon the plasma parameters, i.e.

I(φb) = I(φb;φ, n, Te). By sweeping φb, a set of experimental points [φb, I(φb)] is obtained.

The best fit of those points, given by the curve I(φb) = I(φb;φ, n, T e), provides a way to

estimate the time-averaged plasma properties. The use of a LP model makes φ, n, and T e

second level observables in the experimental primacy hierarchy.

While observables related to global properties of the plasma dynamics can be directly

obtained from the simulation data (e.g., through the Fourier analysis of simulation results),

in the experiment the limited number of probes that can be inserted in the plasma makes

global properties of turbulence a less direct quantity to observe. A number of techniques

are currently employed in the TORPEX device for the study of global properties.

The two point correlation technique [9] is used to identify the wavelength and the fre-

quency of the modes present in the experiment [10]. For this purpose, the signals from two

LPs operated in Isat mode are considered and the phase shift between them is evaluated. If
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stationary and homogeneous turbulence is considered, characterized by a weak nonlinearity

and a bi-univocal relation between the frequency of the mode and its wavelength, from the

phase shift between the two probes it is possible to estimate a histogram of the fluctuations

in the (k, f) space, k and f being the wavevector in a specified direction and the frequency

of a mode. We remark that the two point correlation technique is a local measurement that,

under the assumption of homogeneity, provides global turbulence observables. Since the

technique is based on combining the Isat measurements from two LPs, the mode occupancy

of the (k, f) space is an observable that holds the second level in primacy hierarchy. If the

two point correlation technique is applied to the simulation data, by considering two virtual

LPs in Isat mode, the results hold the third level in the primacy hierarchy. However, the

mode occupancy of the (k, f) plane is a first level observable, if it is evaluated based on the

space and time Fourier analysis of quantities like n, φ, or Te.

The conditional average (CA) technique [11] is particularly suited to study the two-

dimensional spatio-temporal dynamics of blobs, structures of increased plasma density, that

move from the source region of TORPEX, where the plasma density is higher, to the low

field side of the machine, characterized by lower plasma density [12]. Similarly to the plasma

edge of all laboratory devices, blobs give TORPEX transport an intermittent character. In

order to evaluate the conditionally averaged blob, a LP located on the TORPEX low field

side and operated in Isat mode is taken as a reference signal, and a set of trigger times ti is

found, corresponding to Isat exceeding a threshold value (supposedly, when a blob passes by

the probe). We evaluate the CA of the fluctuating part of the Isat signal, i.e. Ĩsat = Isat−Isat,

as 〈
Ĩsat

〉
ca

(r, z, τ) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

Ĩsat(r, z, ti + τ) (1)

where N is the number of detection events. We denote with r the radial coordinate, while

z is the vertical direction (r = 0 and z = 0 at the torus axis). The CA technique is

usually less convenient for simulation than for experimental data, since finding a sufficient

number of trigger events requires long time series that are computationally expensive. As

the CA combines multiple first level observables, it occupies the second level in the primacy

hierarchy. On the other hand, Ĩsat CA occupies the third level in the simulation primacy

hierarchy, since the Isat signals have to be obtained using a LP model.

In the analysis of TORPEX data, pattern recognition techniques combined with statistical
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analysis are applied to study the dynamics of positive and negative structures [13], i.e.

regions where the Ĩsat signal is bigger or smaller than the threshold value Isat,tr (Ĩsat > Isat,tr

for positive structures and Ĩsat < −Isat,tr for negative structures). The technique, the details

of which are described in Ref. [14], can identify the presence of structures, their trajectory,

dimension, amplitude, and velocity. It is then possible to use the information gathered for

a statistical treatment. We note that a limit of the structure analysis is imposed by the LP

array grid spacing, which cannot be reduced over a certain limit for technical reasons. This

implies, for example, that structures whose size is below a certain value cannot be detected.

On the other side, simulations offer the opportunity to refine the LP grid as desired, and

study the structure analysis convergence with the grid refinement. Structure analysis is a

second and third level observable in the experimental and simulation primacy hierarchies,

respectively.

C. Experimental primacy level: 3

Measurement of Te fluctuations and transport are included in the third level of the pri-

macy hierarchy. On TORPEX, these involve the use of a three-tip probe array (TP) [15],

a set of three closely spaced LPs that are operated in different regimes. TP measurements

are delicate. They are complicated by probe shadowing, phase delay, and decorrelation ef-

fects. Different ways to circumvent these issues have been proposed (see [16] and references

therein) that we do not consider for the purpose of the present work.

For Te measurements, the TP is operated as a triple proble, i.e. one tip is operated

in Vfl mode. The other two, floating with respect to the ground, are connected to each

other through a fixed voltage source (the tip voltages are indicated with V + and V −, ∆V =

V + − V −). If one assumes similar plasma properties for the three tips, and that the V +

tip current can be modeled as I+ = nf(Te, Vfl, V
+) [and similarly I− = nf(Te, Vfl, V

−)],

by noticing that I+ + I− = 0, one obtains the equation f(Te, Vfl, V
+) + f(Te, Vfl, V

−) = 0

that provides the Te time trace, since Vfl, V
+, and V − are measured quantities. Te is thus

a third level observable in the experiment while Te time trace is a a first level observable in

the simulation primacy hierarchy.

A number of advanced techniques are used in TORPEX in order to evaluate particle
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transport [17]. For the purpose of the present paper, we consider a simplified measurement

for the flux, where two tips of the TP are operated in the Vfl regime (the vertical distance

between them is d) and the third one (located between the other two) is in Isat mode.

Time-averaged transport is evaluated as

Γ =
1

B
Isat

∂φ

∂z
' 1

B
Isat

∂Vfl
∂z
' 1

B
Isat

∆Vfl
d

(2)

where ∆Vfl is the difference between the two Vfl measurements. Since the above technique

assumes that Isat∂(Vfl − φ)/∂z ' 0, and measurements from multiple LPs are employed, Γ

is a third level observable in the primacy hierarchy. It belongs instead to the second level

for what concerns the simulation results.

Transport properties in the TORPEX device can also be investigated through the struc-

ture analysis results [13, 14]. In order to evaluate the time-averaged structure-induced

transport, Γstr, one evaluates the plasma mass carried by all the structures crossing a vir-

tual surface over an observational time. The particle flux is then obtained by dividing the

total mass by the surface area and the observational time. Since Γstr combines a number

of measurements that are the result of the structure analysis, it occupies the third level in

primacy hierarchy. The analysis technique leading to Γstr can also be applied to simulation

data; in this case, this observable is at the forth level in the primacy hierarchy.

III. EXAMPLES OF SIMULATION AND EXPERIMENT COMPARISON

We present some examples of comparison between experimental data and simulation

results, performed by using the observables discussed in the previous section. We consider

a single plasma configuration; the experimental setup and the diagnostics used (HEXTIP,

SLP, and the TP) are described in App. A, while the simulation model is discussed in App.

B. We remark that this configuration is characterized by turbulence with an interchange

character, i.e. k|| ' 0 [4], thus the plasma dynamics can be studied by a relatively simple

two-dimensional model [6]. The presence of the vessel is taken into account through sheath

losses in the parallel direction, while its effects on the perpendicular dynamics are neglected.

We focus our comparison effort on the TORPEX midplane (z = 0), where vessel effects on

the perpendicular dynamics are minimized.
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To model the LP response we use Bohm’s model [18],

I(φb) =
1

2
encsA

[
1− exp

(
Λ + e

φb − φ
Te

)]
(3)

where A is the area of the LP (in the present case, A = 1.3 · 10−5 m2 for the HEXTIP

probes, A = 1.8 · 10−5 m2 for the SLP probes, and A = 2 · 10−5 m2 for the TP tips), and

the value Λ = log
√
mi/(2πme) is deduced from the theory [18]. We note that Λ can also

be derived from experimental data to account for the actual probe geometry [19]. For the

simulation, we have performed numerical tests to take into account the real LP dimensions,

by averaging the Isat signal over the finite LP surface. We have observed that taking into

account finite LP dimension leads to a damping of fluctuation frequencies greater than 20

kHz (corresponding to short wavelength modes). The high frequency modes filtered out have

a small impact on the plasma dynamics; thus, in the rest of the paper, we consider a LP

point-like model to interpret simulation results. Following the experiment, an acquisition

frequency of 250 kHz is used in the simulation, and the simulated LP time trace is low-pass

filtered with a cutoff frequency at 30 kHz, mimicking the bandwidth frequency response of

the electronics associated with the LPs.

A. Experimental primacy level: 1

1. Isat Measurements

Figures 1 and 2 illustrate Isat measurements, comparing HEXTIP and simulation values

(in the latter case, the model in Eq. (3) is used, i.e. Isat = encsA/2). In Fig. 1, the PDF

and the PSD of Isat are displayed at different locations. Near the source region, i.e. at

r = −4 cm, both experimental and simulated PDFs are slightly negatively skewed, while

they become positively skewed on the low field side of the machine, indicating the presence

of intermittent transport events. While the PSD shows that Isat is dominated at r = 4 cm

by a coherent mode with a frequency of about 8 kHz in TORPEX, the presence of a single

coherent mode is less clear in the simulation, and only a weak signature of its presence is

apparent at r = 12 cm.

The moments of the experimental and simulated PDF of Isat are compared in Fig. 2.

The average values of Isat are peaked at the UH resonance layer [20], where most of the
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plasma is produced, with the simulation peak value about 50% smaller than the experimental

one. It is also shown that Isat decays on the TORPEX low field side, with a scale length

about a factor of two longer in the simulation than in the experiment. The simulation

fluctuation level is about a factor of two lower than the experimental one, and about constant

across the SMT cross section. The normalized third and forth moments, skewness and

kurtosis, of the Isat time trace show similar trends: the profiles tend to be more skewed

and show a larger deviation from a gaussian shape on the low field side, moving away from

the source region. Although deviations from gaussian values occur on a shorter spatial

scale in the experiment than in the simulation, similar universality properties are displayed.

This is shown in the inset of Fig. 2, where, as previously observed in the experimental

data, a parabolic dependence between skewness (S) and kurtosis (K) is found, expressed as

K ' 2.78 + 1.5S2 [21].

2. Vfl measurements

Bohm’s model states that Vfl = φ− ΛTe/e. By using this expression, we have compared

the experimental and simulation values of Vfl in Fig. 3, focusing on the time-average,

standard deviation, skewness, and kurtosis. In order to preserve quasi-neutrality, an equal

number of ions and electrons leave from the SMT, and Bohm’s sheath conditions show

that this occurs when φ − ΛTe/e = Vfl ' 0; thus, we expect Vfl to be a relatively small

quantity in comparison to φ. The value of Vfl provided by both the simulation and the

experiment is about 10% of φ. We should note that, in the simulation data, cancellation

errors strongly affect the Vfl evaluation since Vfl is obtained as the difference between ΛTe

and φ, two quantities that are in fact very close to each other. On the experimental side,

Vfl measurements are strongly influenced by fast electrons [18], whose presence is not taken

into account by the simulation. Because of the difficulties involving both experimental and

simulation Vfl measurements, we conclude that, at least in an open field line configuration

like the SMT, Vfl has a limited use as a validation observable.
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B. Experimental primacy level: 2

1. n, φ, and T e

In general, n, φ, and T e are evaluated by sweeping the φb potential. In TORPEX, the φb

sweeping is from -30 V to 10 V, with a frequency of 330Hz (we note that the typical time

scale of turbulence, i.e. cs/
√
RLp ∼ 100 kHz occurs on a much faster time scale than the

sweeping cycle). In Fig. 4, we show the typical [φb, I(φb)] points obtained through a LP

voltage sweeping and the I(φb) = I(φb;φ, n, T e) curve from Bohm’s model that best fits the

experimental data.

The time average of the simulated n, φ, and T e profiles is shown in Fig. 5. Simulation

and experimental peak values show good agreement. On the low field side of the device,

the agreement deteriorates, since the simulation scale lengths are about twice as long as the

experimental ones. Besides the time-average, also for simulation data it is possible to follow

the experimental technique to evaluate n, φ, and T e; this can be done in order to verify

the routines used for the experimental data analysis. For this purpose, a synthetic LP is

inserted in the simulation domain and its response is best-fitted by using the same algorithms

that are routinely employed to fit experimental [φb, I(φb)] curves. In Fig. 4, the [φb, I(φb)]

points from the synthetic probe, and the best fitting curve of Eq. (3) are shown. Figure

5 shows n, φ and T e evaluated from the simulation following this experimental technique

(five virtual sweeping cycles are used). The successful verification observed by comparing

the parameters directly obtained from the simulation and those reconstructed through the

synthetic LP gives us confidence on the data analysis techniques typically used to study

experimentally the TORPEX plasma.

2. Two point correlation technique

The results of the two point correlation technique, applied both to simulation and exper-

imental results, are shown in Fig. 6. Clear results are observed in the experimental data:

the dominant mode has kz ' k∆ (k∆ = 2π/∆, with ∆ = 2πRBv/Bφ the return distance of

a field line in the poloidal plane), in agreement with the property of the interchange mode

of growing on the longest allowed spatial scales [4]. The frequency of the mode is about 8
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kHz, corresponding to the value of the E×B frequency, i.e. vE×B,z/∆.

The simulation results are less clear than the experimental ones and the application of

more advanced spectral techniques, like the wavelet analysis, provides similar results. This

is due to the broader turbulence spectrum in the simulation, indicating stronger nonlinear

interactions between the modes. We note that the turbulence spectrum can also be obtained

from direct Fourier analysis of the simulation results, since the plasma properties are known

in the whole simulation domain. The Fourier analysis (not shown here) confirms that,

similarly to the experimental results, the dominant mode of the system has kz = k∆ with

frequency of about 6 kHz, corresponding to the E×B frequency.

3. CA for blob analysis

The CA analysis is performed by considering a LP reference probe located at r = 10 cm

and z = 0, and a threshold value of 3σ, σ being the standard deviation of the reference signal.

In the time window considered in the simulation (' 0.1s), about 20 events are identified.

This number is about the double than for the experimental data, which is consistent with

the lower skewness observed in the simulation results. We note that this is a relatively

small number of trigger events to obtain good statistical convergence and to perform a deep

experiment-simulation comparison. The results of the CA is shown in Fig. 7.

While their rise times are different, the averaged reference signals show similar decay

times in the simulation and in the experiment. The two-dimensional blob dynamics displays

a much more coherent signal in the experiment than in the simulation, in agreement with

the findings of the two point correlation technique.

4. Structure analysis

For the structure analysis, the threshold value Isat,tr is chosen as the average of the

standard deviations of all the HEXTIP probe signals [14]. Only structures that last longer

than 30 time frames (i.e., 120 µs) are considered in a time window of about 0.1 s. In Fig. 8,

we plot a number of quantities that are the results of the structure analysis. In particular,

the number of structures, N , the vector representing their averaged velocity, V, the average

amplitude, H, and the average area, A, are shown for both positive and negative structures
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(denoted with the ’+’ and ’-’ superscripts, respectively).

We find that N is about five times smaller in the simulation data than in the experiment.

V shows an outward radial motion for positive structure, while negative structures move

inwards. H is twice as large in the experiment than in the simulation, while A is about

the same. The simulation allows a convergence study of the structure analysis with the

grid size. By refining the grid spacing between the synthetic probes by a factor of two in

both directions, we find that while N doubles,V, H, and A remain about the same. This

shows that the smaller structures detected only by the higher resolution grid have similar

statistical properties as the larger ones.

C. Experimental primacy level: 3

1. Te

Bohm’s model indicates that I(φb) is proportional to n; thus, Te measurements can be

obtained from a TP. If the applied potential ∆V � Te/e, and Isat saturates for a suffi-

ciently negative potential, from Bohm’s model one has Te ' e(V + − Vfl)/ log(2). In Fig. 9,

we compare the profiles of the Te standard deviations. Experiment and simulation provide

comparable levels of Te fluctuations although the details of the profiles are somewhat dif-

ferent: in particular the experimental Te fluctuations are bigger than the simulated in the

source region, while they become smaller on the low field side.

2. Γstr

The structure-induced transport is shown in Fig. 10. For the structure analysis, LPs

are operated in Isat mode and, to make the comparison with measurements from other LPs

easier, we consider Jsat = Isat/A as the transported quantity (A is the LP surface area). Since

both N and H are smaller in the simulation than in the experiment, the structure-induced

transport in the simulation is sensibly smaller.
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3. Γ

The Jsat transport measurement provided by the TP is shown in Fig. 10, and compared

with the simulated value. Both the experimental and the simulated transport have been

evaluated according to Eq. (2) (numerical tests show that using Vfl to evaluate the particle

transport instead of φ leads to an overestimate of the flux by 50%). Simulation and experi-

ment show similar peak values of the transport but different scale lengths. One also notices

that Γ � Γstr; i.e., most of the plasma transport in this plasma scenario is not associated

to the motion of coherent plasma structures, as defined in the parameters of this work.

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS

The methodology for plasma turbulence code validation has been discussed, with focus

on the observables for experiment-simulation comparison. We have considered the measure-

ments provided by LPs in the basic plasma physics experiment TORPEX.

We have built a primacy hierarchy that considers how measurements are combined to-

gether and models are assumed. The agreement between simulation results and experimental

data is characterized by comparing the observables at the different levels of the primacy hi-

erarchy, obtained by employing the same data analysis techniques. The lowest level of the

experimental primacy hierarchy, corresponding to direct measurements of time traces of Vfl

and Isat, involves no model assumptions nor combinations of measurements, thus naturally

provides observables for the comparison. However, simulations do not provide Isat or Vfl di-

rectly, but a model is needed to extract them from typical simulation output (n, Te, and φ).

Moreover, the physical meaning of these observables is not immediate. At the highest level

of the hierarchy considered in the present paper, there are observables like particle transport

and Te fluctuations. These can be obtained by assuming a model for the LP response, and

combining measurements from more than one probe. Higher level observables have a more

immediate physical meaning and are directly obtained from simulation results.

We have discussed an example of comparison of experimental results and simulation

output that makes use of the proposed observables, considering a specific TORPEX con-

figuration where the plasma is characterized by interchange-driven turbulence, in principle

well described by a two-dimensional simulation code. Despite the crudeness of the simu-
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lation model, the order of magnitude of all the observables is the same in simulation and

experimental data. A detailed comparison of the lowest level observables (i.e., Isat and Vfl

time traces) shows that experiments are dominated in the source region by a strong coherent

mode, whose signature is considerably weaker in the simulation. The comparison also shows

that the experimental scale length of Isat is larger in the simulations than in the experiment

by a factor of about two, and that the intermittent events occurring on the low field side

of the machine play a more significant role on plasma transport in the experiment than in

the simulation. The observables at the second level of the hierarchy reveal smaller exper-

imental n and T e scale lengths. The reliability of this observation is strengthened by the

previous comparison of the Isat scale lengths. The two point correlation technique confirms

and quantifies the difference in the mode coherence observed between the simulation and

the experiment. The broader frequency spectrum of the turbulence in the simulation leads

to fewer long-lived and high amplitude structures, and smaller Γstr. Instead, the simulation

and the experiment show comparable values of Γ.

The comparisons between simulation and experiment across the primacy hierarchy sug-

gests that the main disagreements between simulation and experiment are due to a different

coherency of the kz = k∆, mode. This causes, for example, a turbulent dynamics with a

broader frequency spectrum and a smaller number of coherent structures in the simulation.

The different coherency level is possibly associated with the presence of short wavelength

and high frequency modes that seem damped in the experiment, while they disrupt large

scale structures in the simulation. Possible physical effects missing in the simulation that

could explain the different dynamics include three-dimensional modes, the impact of the

vessel on the perpendicular dynamics, and the presence of neutrals. On this respect, we

expect three-dimensional modes, i.e. drift waves, to develop on spatial scales of the order

of ρs, smaller than the typical large global spatial scales of the interchange mode. Another

possible origin of experiment-simulation discrepancy resides in the plasma source at the

upper hybrid (UH) resonance. The location of the UH resonance depends non linearly on

the instantaneous plasma density profile. This could give rise to a positive feedback of the

density fluctuations, increasing the coherency of the kz = k∆ mode that has the highest

amplitude. On the other hand, the difference in the equilibrium n and Te spatial scales of

the simulation and experiment are possibly due to the simplified simulation geometry, which
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does not take into account the shortening of the connection length with r, on the low field

side of the machine. The impact of the missing physical effects can be explored by more

advanced simulations. Conversely, the experimental conditions could be made closer to the

simulation model by reducing the level of neutrals in TORPEX.

The work described in the present paper constitutes a first step in establishing the val-

idation methodology for the TORPEX experiment. The proposed methodology will be

completed by the definition of a metric to quantify the agreement between simulation and

experimental results, which will take into account the errors associated with model as-

sumptions and the combination of measurements, i.e. the level of each observable in the

comparison hierarchy. The methodology will be applied to validate the results of more ad-

vanced three-dimensional codes that are currently under development. We expect that this

procedure will lead us to a better physical understanding and modeling of plasma turbu-

lence in the TORPEX device and, ultimately, in more complicated magnetic confinement

configurations.
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Appendix A: The experimental setup

The experiments are performed in TORPEX, a toroidal device with major radius R = 1

m, minor radius a = 0.2 m. A hydrogen plasma is produced and sustained by microwaves

in the electron cyclotron range of frequencies (a microwave power of 400 W is used). Using

the technique discussed in Ref. [20], it is observed that the plasma production is localized

at the EC and UH layers, that are vertically elongated around r = −13 cm and r = −2 cm,

respectively.

A toroidal magnetic field Bφ = 76 mT on axis is used, with a vertical magnetic field

Bz = 1.7 mT. This results in ∆ = 14 cm, where ∆ = 2πRBz/Bt is the vertical return distance

of a field line in the poloidal plane. The configuration results in a vertically elongated
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plasma, where waves are shown to have an interchange character with k|| ' 0. Typical

plasma parameters are in the range n ' 1016 m−3, Te ' 5 eV, Ti � Te.

Diagnostics of the plasma dynamics used here include: (i) the HEXTIP array, a two-

dimensional hexagonal LP array covering the whole poloidal cross section, with spatial

resolution of 3.5 cm [22]; (ii) the SLP array, a linear array of 8 LPs, with 1.8 cm distance

between tips; (iii) a triple probe, with distance between tips of 3.5 mm. The acquisition

frequency is 250 kHz.

Appendix B: The simulation model

Owing to the low TORPEX plasma temperature and neglecting collision with neutrals,

the drift-reduced Braginskii equations (see, e.g. [5]) can be used to model the plasma

dynamics. Since k|| ' 0, simple two-dimensional fluid equations that describe the plasma

turbulence can be used. We assume Bz � Bt so that B ' B0R/(R + r), and note that

magnetic curvature is constant along a field line and equal to R+r. The Braginskii equations

are integrated in the parallel direction in order to evolve the line-integrated density, n(r, z) =∫
N (r, z, x||)dx||/Lc, potential, φ(r, z) =

∫
Φ(r, z, x||)dx||/Lc, and temperature, Te(r, z) =∫

Te(r, z, x||)dx||/Lc, Lc = 2πNR being the magnetic field line length. We use Bohm’s

boundary conditions to take into account the ion and electron parallel flow at the sheath edge:

by assuming that the density at the edge is equal to n(r, z)/2, it is possible to approximate

the ion and electron flows as Γ||,i = ncs/2 and Γ||,e = ncs exp(−eφ/Te + Λ)/2, with Λ =

log
√
mi/(2πme) [18]. Furthermore, we make use of the Boussinesq approximation [23] for

the polarization drift, i.e.,

∇ ·
(
nmi

eB

d

dt

∇φ
B

)
=
nmi

eB2

d

dt
∇2φ (B1)

The evolution equations for n, φ, and Te thus become

∂n

∂t
=

[
cφ

B0

, n

]
+

2c

eRB0

(
n
∂Te
∂z

+ Te
∂n

∂z
− en∂φ

∂z

)
+D∇2n− σncs

R
exp (Λ− eφ/Te) + Sn, (B2)

∂∇2φ

∂t
=

[
cφ

B0

,∇2φ

]
+

2B0

cmiR

(
Te
n

∂n

∂z
+
∂Te
∂z

)
+ν∇4φ+

σcsmiΩ
2
i

eR
[1− exp (Λ− eφ/Te)] , (B3)
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∂Te
∂t

=

[
cφ

B0

, Te

]
+

4c

3eRB0

(
7

2
Te
∂Te
∂z

+
T 2
e

n

∂n

∂z
− eTe

∂φ

∂z

)
+ke∇2Te −

2

3

σTecs
R

[1.71 exp (Λ− eφ/Te)− 0.71] + ST , (B4)

where Sn and ST represent particle and heat sources, σ = R/Lc = ∆/(2πLv), and [a, b] =

∂xa∂zb − ∂za∂xb. We note that a similar system of equations has been used in Ref. [24].

The boundary conditions are periodic along the vertical direction (due to the flute property

of the interchange mode) and we use Dirichelet boundary conditions in the radial direction.

For the simulation described in the present paper, the experimental values R = 1 m,

∆ = 14 cm, σ = 0.056, Λ = 3 are used. The value of the diffusion coefficients are

D = ke = 0.064 m2/s and ν = 0.03 m2/s (estimates of the realistic values of the dif-

fusion coefficient provide D = 0.001 m2/s and ν = 0.058 m2/s). We have used source

profiles that mimic the electron cyclotron (EC) and UH resonance layer in TORPEX, i.e.,

Sn,T = S0;n,T{SUH exp [−(r − rUH)2/λ2
UH ] + SEC exp [−(r − rEC)2/λ2

EC ]}, with SUH = 1.5,

SEC = 1, λUH = 1 cm, λEC = 0.5 cm, rUH = −2 cm, rEC = −6 cm, and values of the source

strength (S0n = 1.5 · 1020 m−3s−1, S0T = 3.5 · 104 eV/s) estimated experimentally through a

global balance of the TORPEX plasma. We remark that dependence of the UH resonance

position on n is neglected in the present model.

The system of equations has been solved numerically, using a numerical code developed

from the ESEL code [25]. The algorithm used is described in Ref. [26]. The simulation is

started from random noise. Then, the sources introduce plasma and heat, increasing the

plasma pressure and triggering the interchange instability. The interchange instability leads

to density and particle transport in the radial direction from the source region to the low

field side of the machine; at the same time, plasma is removed from the system by parallel

losses. The results discussed in the present paper focus on the quasi-steady state period,

established after the initial simulation transient, as a result of a balance between parallel

losses, perpendicular transport, and sources.

The plasma dynamics described by the model (B2-B4) has been discussed in Ref. [6],

where the presence of two turbulence regimes was pointed out. The high confinement regime

(H mode) is characterized by a strong shear flow that creates a transport barrier and can

limit the perpendicular transport, while in the low confinement regime (L mode), shear flow
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plays a negligible role. The simulation discussed here falls in the L mode regime.
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• Figure 1: (Color online) PDF (upper panels) and PSD (lower panels) for the Ĩsat

signals at r = −4, 4, 12 cm (from left to right), evaluated from the simulation (solid

black line) and HEXTIP (dashed red line).

• Figure 2: (Color online) Mean value, fluctuation, skewness, and kurtosis of the Isat

signal, obtained through the HEXTIP array (red circles), SLP (green X marks), and

the simulation results (solid black line).

• Figure 3: (Color online) Mean value, fluctuation, skewness, and kurtosis of the Vfl

signal, obtained through the HEXTIP array (red circles), SLP (green X marks), and

the simulation results (solid black line).

• Figure 4: (Color online) Typical Isat values obtained from SLP (red dots) and from the

virtual LP inserted in the simulations. The thin blue line interpolates the experimental

values, the thick green line interpolates the simulation values.

• Figure 5: (Color online) Profile for T e, n, and φ obtained from the simulations (solid

black line), SLP (red circles) and from the sweeping of the virtual LP in the simulation

(black X marks).

• Figure 6: (Color online) Two points correlation technique results obtained for the

simulations (left panels) and from SLP data (right panels) for r = −4, 0, 4, 8 cm (from

top to bottom).

• Figure 7: (Color online) Results from the CA analysis from the simulation results

(left) and the experimental data (right) for τ = −80,−12, 8 µs (from top to bottom).

• Figure 8: (Color online) Result from the structure analysis for the experiment (red

dashed line) and the simulation (solid black line). The number of structure N , the

vector of their averaged velocity V, the average amplitude H, and the average area

A, is shown as a function of r, for both positive (left) and negative structure (right).

The velocity maximum modulus for positive structures is 1360 m/s (experiment) and

2960 m/s (simulation); for negative structures it is 2820 m/s (experiment) and 2220

m/s (simulation).
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• Figure 9: (Color online) Temperature fluctuations measured in the simulations (solid

black line) and by the triple probe (dashed red line).

• Figure 10: (Color online) Transport evaluated using the structure analysis (upper

panels) for positive (left) and negative (right) structures. The transport evaluated

using the TP is shown in the lower panel. Solid black lines represent simulation data,

red dashed lines the experimental measurements.
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